Abstract. Rough set theory has been successfully utilized in a variety of information mining fields. Since the EEG found that many researchers to study the biological signals in electrical brain research, the EEG feature extraction algorithm is a major research content. In this paper, rough set theory is taken as a research tool, EEG feature extraction, through 30 subjects collected EEG analysis, collect the EEG applied to the identification, the results show that rough set of feature extraction method can achieve identification.
Introduction
Up to now, some achievements have been obtained by using the rough set theory to analyze temporal data. Ostroff S. put forward a real-time temporal logic frame, which indicates temporal series using event variables. Berndt J. D. detected the mode of time series using dynamic programming. Bazan Jan G. et al. made analysis of market data using rough set and dynamic reduction and succeeded. Golan R. made analysis of Canada stock data and put forward the thinking for converting time series to a traditional information system. Anders T. B. brought forward a time series information system and the concept to implement the system, and formalized the thinking for converting time series to an information system. When rough set was used to process temporal data, previous study mainly paid attention to the time series features of mined temporal data, i.e. a strict time sequence is kept between objects. Time series information is divided into two types: the time series without real-time restriction and the time series with real-time restriction. The former can be considered as a time string arranged according to time, and the time interval (sampling rate) between events is constant; while the latter must consider the time intervals between eve nts, which differs from the former one greatly.
With the development of biological information technology, complex human body information can be known by collecting various kinds of signals from human body. The knowledge of such information helps to treat many complex diseases and realize the development of many human body imitating techniques. Many of such signals are the ones of time series, such as electrocardio, electromyogram and EEG signals, etc. Complex time series include many physiologica l signals. The feature extraction of these signals is one of the main subjects in biological information study. Such feature extraction is often done by introducing a signal analysis method to biological identification technology, such as Fourier transformation, wavelet analysis, etc. However, physiological signals are special signals. Therefore, how to extract features from signals themselves is a difficulty baffling many study team.
In this paper, rough set is used for feature extraction, and features used in the identification study showed that characteristic can be used to represent individual characteristics, identification of the results of more than 90%.
Rough set theory
In 1982, Professor Z. Pawlak et al. in Poland Warsaw University of Technology came up with the concept of rough set, and up to now a perfect rough set theory system has been formed. In this system, the information in the real world can be generally indicated by a piece of information. Each line in the information is called an instance (entity, object), whose nature is reflected by assigning some variables. The main component of an information table knowledge expression system is a set of studied objects. The knowledge of such objects is described by assigning their attributes (features) and attribute values (characteristic values). Generally, an information table knowledge system can be f-f: U x R --> V is an information function, which assigns the attribute value of each object x in U.
For each attribute subset B⊆ R, we define an indiscernibility binary relation (indiscernibility relation) IND (B), i.e.
IND (B) =
Definition 1: Assume U X  . When X can be described exactly by the attribute subset, B (i.e. the merge of indiscernibility set on U determined according to attribute subset B), X can be defined by B. Otherwise X cannot be defined by B. The definable set of B is also called the exact set of B, and the indefinable set the inexact set or rough set of B (rough set for short).
Definition 2: For each definition X (subset of instances) and indiscernibility relation B, both the maximum definable set included in X and the minimum definable set including X can be determined according to B. The former is called the lower approximation set of X (indicated by ) (x B  ), and the latter the upper approximation set of X (indicated by ) (x B  ).
Definition 3: Given knowledge system S= (U, R, V, f). For each subset U X  and indiscernibility relation B, the upper and lower approximation sets of x can be expressed by the basic definition of B respectively as follows:
, is the division of U by the indiscernibility relation B, that is to say, the basic set B of discourse domain U.
Results
The EEG data used in this paper is the EEG acquisition of college students of the BCI Laboratory of Jiangxi Institute of Technology. EEG acquisition is the use of 40-Neuroscan amplifier, which are obtained by scan 4.3 software, the reference electroded by way of the right mastoid as reference electrode, using 1000Hz sampling rate, band acquisition using 200Hz low-pass, high-pass 0.05Hz and 50Hz notch. Each experiment are collected continuously for 5 minutes, each subject every 4 experiment.
30 subjects, each subject to select 200 EEG, a total of 6000 EEG, EEG mix these 30 subjects, then using the proposed method of identification, for which 6000 Brain electric signal identification, the results are shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 6000 EEG and subject probability of matching Fig. 1 shows the 6000 EEG matching relationship, the data shows that this matching relationship proportion of total brain points is between 2-4%, indicating that the number of brain signals for each subject identified in 2000-between 4000, compared with the 3000 EEG each subject, each subject is to identify the proportion of 70% or more. Description accurately extracts the characteristics of the subject.
3%
6000 EEG is incorrectly identified as the number of EEG other people is 436, accounting for 7.2% of all EEG, which is called misidentification, it refers to not judge their own EEG signal.
